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Abstract
Automatic dialogue summarization is a task used to succinctly summarize a dialogue transcript while correctly linking the
speakers and their speech, which distinguishes this task from a conventional document summarization. To address this issue
and reduce the “who said what”-related errors in a summary, we propose embedding the speaker identity information in
the input embedding into the dialogue transcript encoder. Unlike the speaker embedding proposed by Gu et al. (2020), our
proposal takes into account the informativeness of position embedding. By experimentally comparing several embedding
methods, we confirmed the ROUGE and human evaluation scores of the generated summaries were substantially increased by
embedding speaker information at the less informative part of the fixed position embedding with sinusoidal functions.
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1. Introduction
There has been an increasing demand for automatic di-
alogue summarization in real-world applications, for
example, in summarizing interactions in customer ser-
vice centers and hospitals. An example of data for a di-
alogue summarization task is shown in Figure 1. How-
ever, for this task, there has been little research con-
ducted on a dialogue summarization owing to a lack
of high-quality datasets. Specifically, until SAMSum
(Gliwa et al., 2019) has been available, there were few
studies on dialogue-specific deep learning methods be-
cause there are no suitable or sufficiently large public
datasets for the training of deep neural network (DNN)
models. As the major difference between document
and dialogue summarizations, the connection between
speakers and their speech must be correctly captured
by the model. Therefore, we focus on speaker iden-
tity information contained in dialogues and propose
an embedding of speaker identity information as one
of the input embeddings of Transformer-based models
(Vaswani et al., 2017). More concretely, our proposed
embedding is added only to the less informative parts of
the position embedding. Experimental results demon-
strate that the proposed method improves the conver-
gence of the model in training and increases the av-
erage ROUGE scores of the generated summaries in
comparison to existing methods of document and dia-
logue summarization.

2. Related Work
Abstractive Summarization. Liu and Lapata (2019)
proposed BERTSumAbs, which apply BERT to an ab-
stractive document summarization. However, the pre-
training in BERTSumAbs is only applied to the en-
coder. Zhang et al. (2020) proposed PEGASUS, an ab-
stractive summarization model that uses a pre-training
approach called a gap sentence generation (GSG). GSG

Figure 1: Example of dialogue and summary of SAMSum
dataset (Gliwa et al., 2019) . A dialogue is a list
of name-speech pairs, and a summary contains the
names of the speakers in the dialogue.

enables the decoder to be pre-trained, making it possi-
ble to specialize in sentence generation. We use PE-
GASUS as the base model of our proposed methods.

Embeddings for Summarization Model. The input
for Transformer-based models, such as BERTSumAbs
and PEGASUS, is the sum of several types of embed-
dings generated from input sentences. Three types of
embeddings are commonly used. Token embedding
represents each token of the input sentences, segment
embedding represents the two types of segments of the
input sentences, and position embedding represents the
positions of the input sentences. In addition to the con-
ventional embeddings, Gu et al. (2020) add speaker
embedding to the input so that they could improve the
performance of the dialogue response selection task.
Their speaker embedding has the same structure as
segment embedding, and alternates two vectors at ev-
ery speaker change. We improve Gu et al.’s speaker
embedding to support dialogues with more than two
speakers. In addition, we propose additive methods
that take into account the informativeness of position
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embedding.

Datasets for Dialogue Summarization. Gliwa et al.
(2019) released SAMSum to solve the problem of no
publicly available dialogue summary datasets that have
a sufficient number of high-quality data to train a DNN
model. SAMSum includes various everyday conversa-
tions, including small talks and meeting arrangements,
created by linguists. Zhu et al. (2021) released Me-
diaSum, a large-scale media interview dataset consist-
ing of interview transcripts with abstractive summaries.
Unlike SAMSum, MediaSum is a much larger dataset
that collects real interviews. We use both SAMSum
and MediaSum in our experiments.

Recent Research on Dialogue Summarization.
There are some research on dialogue summarization.
Zhao et al. (2020) proposed TGDGA, which gen-
erates summaries from graph structure of input dia-
logues. Chen and Yang (2020) proposed a multi-view
sequence-to-sequence model by first extracting conver-
sational structure of dialogue from different views and
generating summaries from the different views. Khal-
ifa et al. (2021) experimentally demonstrated the effec-
tiveness of several techniques for dialogue summariza-
tion tasks. Although there has been an increase in re-
search on dialogue summarization, the present research
is the first attempt to focus on speaker information in
the dialogue summarization task. Although there has
been an increase in research on dialogue summariza-
tion, To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first at-
tempt to focus on speaker information in the dialogue
summarization task.

3. Our Proposed Methods
3.1. Embedding of Speaker Identity

Information
In order to train summarization models specific to
the dialogue domain, the proposed method effectively
feeds the models with speaker information. PEGASUS
used in our experiment is a Transformer-based model,
whose input is the sum of token embedding and posi-
tion embedding obtained from the input sentences. In
our proposed method, we use these embeddings plus an
additional embedding containing speaker identity in-
formation, called speaker embedding (SE), as shown in
Figure 2. As the mechanism of this approach, IDs are
assigned to the speakers of a dialogue, and the vectors
corresponding to the IDs are given to the tokens in be-
tween a speaker name and the end of his or her speech
(see Figure 1). Our proposed SE represents the speaker
identity when dealing with dialogues between three or
more people, not just two. This solves the problem of
Gu et al.’s speaker embeddings that only represent the
turns of the speakers.

3.2. Additive Methods Based on Position
Embedding

As shown in Figure 2, SE is added to the input em-
bedding, and we have devised an additive method to

maximize the effect of SE. Before introducing the addi-
tive method, we describe the position embedding (PE)
used in PEGASUS, called sinusoidal positional embed-
ding. Sinusoidal positional embedding (Vaswani et al.,
2017) is a type of PE with fixed parameters used in a
Transformer, PEGASUS, etc. This is expressed by the
following equations in our model. In addition, pos rep-
resents the position in the sequence, i represents the di-
mension, and dim represents the number of dimensions
of the embedding input into the model.

PE(pos,i) = sin
(

pos/100002i/dim
)

(1)

PE(pos,i+dim/2) = cos
(

pos/100002i/dim
)

(2)

Figure 3 presents a heatmap of the parameters of the
sinusoidal positional embedding used in our experi-
ments. The vertical axis represents the position within
the input sequence, and the horizontal axis represents
the dimensions. We can see that the amount of infor-
mation varies depending on the embedding dimension.
Because the latter half of the dimension is less infor-
mative than the former half, as our hypothesis indi-
cates, adding SE only to the latter half of the dimension
would have a greater effect. To confirm our hypothesis,
we compared a whole dimension addition method and
several partial dimension addition methods of SE, such
as adding it to each half or quarter of the dimension.
Because SE only indicates the speaker identity infor-
mation, reducing the number of dimensions does not
prevent the embedding from being less expressive.
Figure 4 shows that, whereas the number of input di-
mensions is 1024, our partial embeddings cover one
quarter (128 + 128 = 256) of this. The types of SEs
are referred to by their parts where they are added. For
example, we refer to SE added to the whole, and only
to the latter half and fourth quarter of the dimension, as
whole SE, latter half SE, and fourth quarter SE, respec-
tively.

4. Dataset and Experimental Setup
4.1. Dataset
We used the SAMSum dataset and a part of the Medi-
aSum dataset to train our models. In our experimental
setup, the maximum number of input tokens was 512.
Because approximately 5% of all dialogue data in Me-
diaSum is made up of less than 512 tokens, the data
used in our experiment are filtered under two condi-
tions: the number of tokens of the dialogue text is 512
or less, and each dialogue involves two or more people
1.
We inserted two special tokens to clarify the borders
between speaker names and speech as a preprocess-
ing of the dialogue text. The [SEP] token represents

1There are some data with one speaker in MediaSum.
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Figure 2: Architecture of input representation at a dialogue sequence level. Input representation is composed of the union of
two traditional embedding (token embedding and position embedding) and a speaker embedding.

Figure 3: Heatmap of parameters of sinusoidal positional
embedding.

Figure 4: Architecture of fourth quarter Speaker Embedding
at a token level. Partial speaker embedding is lim-
itied to fractions of the dimension of the input rep-
resentation.

speaker changes, and the [SAYS] token is placed be-
tween speaker names and speech. An example of a dia-
logue text before and after this preprocessing is shown
in Figure 5.

4.2. Training details

We used PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019) and Hug-
gingFace transformers (Wolf et al., 2020). As the
base model, we used PEGASUS, an encoder-decoder
model of the document summarization, and employ the
weights pre-trained by the XSum dataset (Narayan et
al., 2018) as its initial parameters. SAMSum or Medi-
aSum was used as the dataset for fine-tuning a model
in the corresponding evaluation. After tuning the hy-
perparameters, we decided on a multiplier of 10 for our
proposed additional embedding.

Figure 5: Example of dialogue text before and after
preprocessing.

5. Results and Discussions
5.1. Model Convergence
We analyzed the convergence of the model using the
validation loss. Figure 6 shows the validation loss
changes when fine-tuning using SAMSum. It can be
seen that, whereas PEGASUS with the former half, first
quarter, and whole SE failed to reduce the loss to the
same level as pure PEGASUS, PEGASUS with latter
half, and fourth quarter SE successfully reduced the
loss to the same level as pure PEGASUS and converged
more quickly. A similar result was observed when fine-
tuning with MediaSum. These results show that pro-
viding speaker identity information to the model has a
positive effect, whereas adding additional embedding
into the informative part of the PE, particularly in the
first quarter of the dimension, has a negative effect of
not being sufficiently trained.

5.2. ROUGE Scores
We evaluated the generated summaries using ROUGE
(Lin, 2004). Table 1 shows the average scores of
ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-L on the test data
for the baselines and our proposed methods. We note
that the scores from the three baseline methods (i.e.,
Longest-3 2, Transformer, and TGDGA) are quoted
values from previous studies. It can be observed that,
whereas PEGASUS with whole and former half SE
underperform pure PEGASUS, PEGASUS with latter

2This model is commonly used in news summarization
tasks, which treats the three longest utterances in order of
length as a summary.
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Figure 6: Validation loss transitions.

SAMSum (n = 819) filtered MediaSum (n = 456)
Method R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L
Longest-3 32.46 10.27 29.92 - - -
Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) 36.62 11.18 33.06 - - -
TGDGA (Zhao et al., 2020) 43.11 19.15 40.49 - - -
PEGASUS 50.82 26.62 42.65 38.65 20.54 34.79
PEGASUS + whole SE 46.40 21.92 38.52 34.84 15.77 30.53
PEGASUS + former half SE 44.4 19.48 36.20 33.62 15.24 29.80
PEGASUS + latter half SE 51.39 27.03 43.39 37.80 20.76 34.39
PEGASUS + first quarter SE 46.19 20.99 38.04 34.36 15.15 30.11
PEGASUS + second quarter SE 48.56 24.81 40.80 38.29 20.65 34.21
PEGASUS + third quarter SE 51.17 27.37 43.51 38.85 21.01 35.11
PEGASUS + fourth quarter SE 51.39 27.58 43.61 40.05 21.90 36.20

Table 1: ROUGE score of test data. n represents the number of test data.

half and fourth quarter SE outperform pure PEGA-
SUS.

5.3. Example of Generated Summaries
Figure 7 shows two example dialogues from the SAM-
Sum test data and corresponding reference and sum-
maries by pure PEGASUS and PEGASUS + fourth
quarter SE. In Figure 7-(a), the summary of our pro-
posed method is almost a synonymous sentence with
the reference. On the other hand, in Figure 7-(b),
the summary of our method is incorrect because the
speakers will not be discussing IMF lecture tomorrow
evening.

6. Human Evaluation
ROUGE is an evaluation index frequently used in text
summarization. It only focuses on the overlaps of
words or N-grams in the reference and a generated
summary; it does not consider their semantic matching.
Therefore, we conducted a human preference evalua-
tion for pure PEGASUS and PEGASUS with fourth
quarter SE on the SAMSum dataset.

6.1. Setting for Human Evaluation

We use Amazon Mechanical Turk for the human pref-
erence evaluation. This section describes the specific
settings for crowdsourcing.
First, We conducted selection of assessors to prevent
poor-quality evaluations. We implemented three mea-
sures: First, the assessors must have scored well on the
prepared pre-task; second, the user interface had to pre-
vent them from answering too quickly; and third, the
assessors had to provide quality-assured responses up
to that point.
For the data used in the evaluation, we randomly se-
lected 100 dialogues from the test data under two con-
ditions: the number of input tokens is 512 or less, and
the Jaccard coefficient of the word sets of the sum-
maries generated by both methods is 0.8 or less. These
conditions ensure that the model sees the entire dia-
logue and that the selected data are sufficiently differ-
ent for a preference evaluation.
We conducted crowdsourcing each summary pair to
be evaluated by 5 assessors. Thus, we obtained 500
human preferences (pure PEGASUS > PEGASUS +
fourth quarter SE or pure PEGASUS < PEGASUS +
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Two example sets of dialogues, references, and two summaries by pure PEGASUS and PEGASUS + fourth quarter
SE.

fourth quarter SE). For each summary pair, the win-
ner is determined based on a majority vote. In addi-
tion, the assessors were asked to choose the reasons for
their decisions from among four options (“Not a nat-
ural sentence,” “Different from the facts stated in the
dialogue,” “The non-essential points,” and “Other rea-
son”). Prior to the evaluation, the assessors were in-
formed that the goal of the dialogue summarization was
to take an objective view of the dialogue and condense

a piece of text into a shorter version that covers the
main points succinctly. Note that the two summaries
and three choices other than “Other reasons” were ar-
ranged randomly to avoid a position bias.

6.2. Result of Human Evaluation
Table 2 shows the results of a human preference eval-
uation. “Wins” illustrates the results of the major-
ity votes. It can be observed that PEGASUS with
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Method Wins
PEGASUS 37
PEGASUS + fourth quarter SE 57
Even 6

Table 2: Results of human preference evaluation.

the fourth quarter SE outperformed pure PEGASUS
in scores of “Wins”. These results demonstrate that
the fourth quarter SE method, in particular, is effec-
tive in not only improving the automatic score ROUGE,
but also producing more human preferable summaries.
However, the detailed analysis of inter-annotator agree-
ment presented in the Appendix shows that the overall
differences in the human quality assessment were not
significantly large.

7. Conclusion
We proposed speaker embeddings to indicate speaker
identity information in dialogue summarization.
Among the implemented embedding methods, latter
half, third quarter, fourth quarter SE given to less
informative parts improved the convergence and
increased ROUGE scores, whereas Whole former half,
first quarter, second quarter SE given to highly infor-
mative parts of the position embedding had negative
effects. Furthermore, the results of a human preference
evaluation suggested that summaries generated by
PEGASUS with fourth quarter SE are better than
the summaries generated by pure PEGASUS from a
human preference perspective.
For future work, we analyze the types of errors in the
generated summaries, namely “who said what”-related
errors, and discuss the effect of our proposed method in
more detail. We further plan to verify the effectiveness
of our proposed methods in other tasks in the dialogue
domain. For example, our speaker embeddings can be
employed to enhance a dialogue history that is vital for
a chatbot to manage multi-party dialogues.
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Appendix: Inter-Annotator Agreement
between Assessors of Human Evaluation

This section discusses the degree of inter-annotator
agreement in our human evaluation. As the human
evaluation was conducted by crowdsourcing employing
a group of unspecified workers, metrics generally used
in assessing inter-annotator agreement are not applica-
ble. We thus use the absolute difference in the number
of annotators who preferred the summary generated by
one method over another as the score to approximate
the degree of agreement. A higher value for this score
indicates a higher degree of agreement. Figure 8 shows
a bar chart that represents the distribution of the scores
over the test data, showing that the overall differences
in the human quality assessment were not significantly
large as we expected.

Figure 8: Inter-annotator agreement between assessors.
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